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Abstract: Theoretical economic choice models posit that agents make resource allocation decisions
based on the “utility,” or subjective satisfaction that they receive from alternative choices. Utility allows
agents to rank choices and potentially apply optimization algorithms to these choices. Utility, however,
is not measurable in an empirical context. Thus, modelers alternatively estimate linear empirical
functions that associate factors with observed choices and/or market prices. While these linear
functions can include factors that reflect multiple social and natural dimensions of decision making,
they are not suitable for optimization (even using assumptions of bounded rationality) or for
representing synergies and substitutability between factors. We present a novel approach to empirical
utility function parameterization. Using surveys, we are gathering information on the relative
preference ranking of factors that affect agents’ observed home purchase or rental decisions, as is
standard in such surveys. We are also gathering information on how close each agent perceives the
value of each factor to their realized decision to their ideal choice, giving us additional information to
parameterize an empirical utility function. In short, we will observe their choices, their stated relative
importance of factors, and the distance from their ideal for each factor. These surveys are part of a
larger project to build and validate agent-based models of residential housing markets and
transportation choices at the regional scale. Through partnership agreements, we will have access to
time-series data, facilitating out-of-sample validation, as well as opportunities for expert validation with
government officials and real-estate professionals.
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